
Frequently Asked Questions

Q: How can my customer submit a financing application to SGFC?

Q: When will I receive funding?

Q: How does a customer get approved to offer CreditPro programs?

Q: What does SGFC consider for approval of a Wolseley customer?

Q: How does an applicant find out whether they have been approved or not?

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

wolseleycreditpro@wolseleyinc.ca

A customer must submit an application to our financing partner Simply Group Financial Corp (SGFC) for review.
SGFC will determine whether a Wolseley customer is approved to participate in the program.

SGFC will notify you if the application is approved within 30-60 minutes of the end user's application being
submitted and you can then inform the end user.

Funding from SGFC will take place via electronic fund transfer (EFT) within 48 hours of a customer uploading all the
accurate required documents.

SGFC ensures that our customer is one who can be counted on to work ethically in marketing and selling financial
products to consumers.

End user financing applications can either be submitted through SGFC's online portal or by using SGFC's online
"Pre-Approval" link. That link can be customized to be branded with your logo and colour scheme.

We’re here to help! For more information on partnering with Wolseley, please contact: 



Q: How do I order promotional materials to provide to my end users?

Q: Is the end user's credit check a soft or hard check?

Q: I uploaded documents for funding my customer's project, have you received them?

Q: Is there a maximum and minimum amount that the end user can finance?

Q: How long is my customer's credit approval valid for? Can an extension be requested?

Q: The job is going to cost more than originally anticipated. Can the end user request a credit   
      limit increase?
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wolseleycreditpro@wolseleyinc.ca

The maximum financing available to an end user is dependent on the customer's credit rating and is capped at
$75,000. The minimum financing amount is $1,000.

All credit checks are full checks and therefore would be categorized as a hard credit check.

The price of the job can be changed in SGFC's online portal at any time before the completion of the job. The end
user will be required to resubmit their application to ensure that it still meets SGFC's credit requirements. A decision
on your customer's revised application will be provided via email within 30 minutes.

Contact your Wolseley sales representative, they will work with you to get you the materials you need.

Credit approvals are valid for 180 days. You or the end user may contact SGFC if an extension is needed.

When documents are uploaded into SGFC's portal for funding, it will automatically trigger the SGFC team to review
your documents. If there are any deficiencies you will be notified by SGFC. If all documentation is complete and
accurate, funding will take place within 48 hours.

We’re here to help! For more information on partnering with Wolseley, please contact: 
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